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We're with you, right down the line.™
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SECONDARY
BRINE PREPARATION | HOMOGENIZATION | INJECTION 
INJECTION & RETURN MILLING | MACERATION | MASSAGING | TENDERIZATION 
X-RAY TECHNOLOGY  | AUTOMATED TRAY LOADING

FURTHER
WEIGHING | PORTIONING/TRIMMING | COATING | FRYING & FILTRATION | PROOFING
COOKING | COOLING | CHILLING | FREEZING | REFRIGERATION | CLIPPING & PACKAGING 
SOLUTIONS | X-RAY TECHNOLOGY | HIGH-PRESSURE PROCESSING (HPP)

North America
TIPPER TIE, Inc. 
2000 Lufkin Road
Apex, NC 27539 USA
Tel. +1 919 362 8811
Fax +1 919 362 4839
TipperTie@jbtc.com 

Latin America
JBT 
Máq. Equip. Ind. Ltda. 
Av. Eng. Camilo Dinucci 4605 
14808-900 Araraquara  
São Paulo  
Brazil 
Phone +55 16 3301 2000 
latinamerica.info@jbtc.com

Europe
TIPPER TIE TECHNOPACK GmbH
Wilhelm-Bergner-Strasse 9a
21509 Glinde/Germany
Tel. +49 40 72 77 04 0
Fax +49 40 72 77 04 100
infoDE@jbtc.com
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TagPrint TD60

Labels and printing system are 
installed in a hermetically sealed 
stainless steel housing.

Technical Specifications

Compatible with: SV4800, TT1815, TT1512
Width: 650mm
Depth: 700mm
Height 1340mm
Weight 45kg
Control: Label programmed in printer; 
  On/off and counter control via clipper
Supply Voltage: 230V, 50/60 Hz 
Fuse Protection: 1kW

The  TagPrint  TD60  labelling   system 
offers the perfect basis for consistent 
traceability of your products. It ensures 
comprehensive control of the com-
plete process chain from the produc-
er to the end consumer. The labels are  
printed and clipped in during produc-
tion. They can be clipped on the left 
(SV4800) or right (TT1815/1512). By 
attaching various information such as 
date, weight, batch, lot number, pro-
ducer’s code, logos and barcodes, the 
labels become individual identification 
tags. Both pre-printed or blank labels 
can be used.

TagPrint Advantages   

 Individual product identification 
during production

 On/Off function controlled by clip-
per and may be stored in a recipe

 Label information programmable in 
printer control

 Exact traceability of products
 Mobile and easy to connect
 Completely made of stainless 

steel, protected from splash wa-
ter in hermetically sealed housing

Labels

 3000 labels per roll
 Blank or in 8 colors also pre-

printed on both  sides
 Resistant to tearing 
 Barcode compatible 
 Water resistant and boil proof
 Optional clipping either on the 

first or second clip

TagPrint Function

The TagPrint TD60 labelling system is 
positioned behind the clipper and is 
fixed with the fixing rollers. A commu-
nication cable connects the TD60 to 
the clipper. The labels are fed from the 
roll into the printing system and printed 
by thermal transfer. The labels printed 
on one side run via the label dispens-
er into the clipping area of the clipper. 
Then the label is placed into the clip 
and cut off. The system is controlled 
via the clipper, or with a separate PLC. 
The cycle time of the clipper is not re-
duced by the insertion of the labels.

Labels are printed with the printing system 
and clipped into the exact position via the 
label dispenser.

Label is securely attached to the product 
together with the clip and the loop.

Label original size


